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Presents Friend or Foe powered by the Edventure Builder:

Play this game using a web-enabled mobile device!
Go to www.joslyn.org > Mobile Tours
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Our Lady of Lourdes 7th grade
science students created this game,
with the guidance of University of
Nebraska Omaha geology students
and in partnership with UNO’s Service
Learning Academy. Enjoy!

You open up your email to find you have been
hired as a protection officer at Joslyn Art Museum,
and you start at 8 pm tonight.
You are walking around Joslyn, just doing your
job, and you shine your flashlight over something
startling. It’s some sort of odd rock monster!
The Rock Monster looks at you with its red eyes and dashes away. You jolt
out of your frozen state and follow it, doing your duty to protect the artworks.

Game Details

To protect the artworks from The Rock Monster, who wants to steal their
geology, you battle it by answering geology-related questions. For each
level’s question you answer correctly, you receive 3 points. Get ready for your
“night at the Joslyn!”
You start at the Storz Fountain Court, which is in the Memorial Building.
From there, head north to Gallery 9. Your first level is at Mountain Scene by
Thomas Hill. Use the map on the other side to find your way.
The Rock Monster is in Mountain Scene and is stomping its way
up the valley. It stomps so hard that the earth shakes and you can
hear him ten miles away. He thunders, “OHH THE GEOLOGY!”
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Go to Gallery 6 for the third level. The Rock Monster is in Stony Gap, Kaaterskill
Clove by Thomas Cole.
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“I’m getting hungry and ooooh doesn’t that mountain look good? I’ll go
up and eat it,” snarls The Rock Monster.

You exclaim, “NOOOO! Stop right there. We need this geology to make this
landscape.”
“Yo, if you answer this question right, I won’t eat the mountain,” replies The Rock
Monster.
You say, “Got it. I’ll answer it.”

How were the mountains formed?

You say, “Stop in the name of geology! You’ll break my painting!”

Stay in Gallery 6 for the next level. The Rock Monster just hopped in Roman Ruins
in Southern Italy by Daniel Huntington. Apparently, this is where it has been living.

He retorts, “If you can answer this question, I won’t eat the island!”

The Rock Monster goes to his house and takes a bite of the rock.

What natural forces broke down the ruins?

Hint: Valleys can be formed by glaciers or rivers.

Hint: Flash floods can cause the answer.

The Rock Monster eyes Dawn at Donner Lake and wants to eat all
the rocks. It starts climbing up the mountain, and you yell “stop!”

He glares at you and says, “if you answer my question about this painting
correctly, I will leave it alone.”
You nod nervously and say “ok.”

What caused the fractures in the cliff?
A. Ice wedging
B. The movement of tectonic plates
C. Plant roots
D. All of the above

Hint: Ice wedging is water freezing and expanding in the gaps of rocks.

A. Erosion
B. Weathering
C. Glaciers
D. All of the above

Hint: Sediments are remains/pieces of broken down rock.

How did the valley form?
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What created the U-shaped valley?

Go to Gallery 2 for the final level. Follow The Rock Monster to The Battle of
Imbros by Giovanni Raggi.

The Rock Monster says, “I will stop if you answer this question correctly.”

Stay in Gallery 9 and find Dawn at Donner Lake by Albert Bierstadt.

“Please Rock Monster don’t trap those people in that cave!” you
plead. The Rock Monster replies, “I will let them loose if you get
this question right, but if you get it wrong you will be trapped with them and
will have to wait until the cave opens again.”
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A. Sediments were deposited and the stream
created gaps in the mountain
B. Tectonic plate convergence, then erosion
C. Volcanoes
D. Glaciers

As he slowly travels up the valley, the sides turn into a flat plain, and The
Rock Monster steadily gets bigger. He laughs evilly, so loud your ears pop.
Then suddenly you realize the one thing that could stop The Rock Monster.
A question!
A. Many flash floods eroded all the rock away
B. A giant boulder rolled down and carved the valley
C. A glacier carved the valley and then melted into a river
D. A meteorite plowed through, creating the valley

Go to Gallery 4 for the next level. The Rock Monster strolled The Studio of
Salvator Rosa in the Mountains of the Abruzzi by Thomas Jones Barker.
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You see him and say, “Stop! You’re ruining the Roman ruins!”
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You get to The Battle of Imbros and The Rock Monster is about to
jump and eat the island.

How did the island get smaller over time?
A. Animals
B. Weathering
C. Wind/water erosion and weathering
D. People

A. Flash floods
B. Weathering and erosion
C. Volcanoes
D. Landslides
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Conclusion

Suddenly The Rock Monster takes his
head off only to reveal it’s the director
of the Joslyn who asks:

Go to Gallery 5 for the fifth level. The Rock Monster is eyeing Aubade,
Zanudo Garden by Martin Rico y Ortega.

“How many points did you get?”

You use a huge powerball combo on The Rock Monster and blast him to Aubade,
Zanudo Garden painting, which has lots of water because the city is sinking.
HURRY!! Answer the following question to stun the monster so he will leave it alone.
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Why doesn’t The Rock Monster like water?

“Congratulations!” He says,
“You’ve passed the test! This
was to see if you are worthy of
being the next director. I need
someone who will protect the
art and take my place!”

“Uh oh!” He says, “I see that
you have failed my test to see
if you are worthy of taking my
place as director. I see you are
not -- therefore, you are fired!”

A. The water is secretly acid
B. The water will weather down The Rock Monster
C. The Rock Monster is afraid of flash floods
D. None of the above
Hint: The mountain was carved away.

Answers: 1.C 2.D 3.A 4.B 5.B 6.D 7.C
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